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A REVIEW

AHybrldEditionfortheAvai1a bie Man
WILLIAM C. DI GIACOMANTONIO
ThePapers ojWilliam HenryHarrison, 1800-1815,ed.DougiasE.
Clanin and Ruth Dorrel. Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Society,
1999. 10 microfilm reels and guide, $300 ($240 for Indiana Historical Society members), or $35 per reel ($28 for members) and $20 for
the guide alone ($16 for members).

W

illiam Henry Harrison (1773-1841) is an
early American example of that perennial political type, the "Available Man."
How else to explain the success of a public figure whose
first elective office (as territorial delegate to Congress) was
won by a margin of one vote; whose fortunes as governor of the Indiana Territory (1801-1812) waned longer
than they waxed; whose pinnacle of glory at Tippecanoe
endures in the national memory more as a limerick than a
battie; and who reaped the political dividends of that
battle only after twenty-five years, in a presidential campaign waged primarily by the conspicuous avoidance of
controversial issues?
None of this is intended to impugn our ninth
president's historical significance. Much less is it intended
to diminish what Douglas Clanin and Ruth Dorrel have
accomplished in compiling the definitive microfilm edition dedicated to the most historically significant years of
Harrison's career (1800-1815). The deliberate irony of the
above sketch, rather, is a playful nod to the essentially hybrid nature of The Papers qfWtlliamHenry Harrison, 18001815
It is not the kind of "Papers" that an archivist would
recognize. There was indeed a collection compiled (or
perhaps, less deliberately, preserved) by Harrison, but that
was almost entirely consumed in a house fire in 1858.
Seventy years later the Indiana Historical Society-sponsors of the present edition--began to collect correspondence for a letterpress edition that would correct and
expand upon Logan Esarey's Messages and Letters ofWillWilliam diGiacomantonio is an associate editor of The Documentary
HistoryojtheFirstFederalCongress, 1789-1791, ofthe GeOige Washington University, having joined the staff in the great bicentennial
year of 1989. He is also book review editor for Washington History,
the biennial journal ofthe Historical Society of Washington, D.C.
Besides congreSSional history, he has published on the history of
antislavery and American Quakerism.

iam Henry Harrison, 1800-[1814] in two volumes (Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Commission, 1922).
The editors themselves variously describe the ensuing effort as having (re)assembled "the Harrison collection," "a major Harrison collection," "thepapers ojWilliam
Henry Harrison," or even just "Harrison documentS' [italics added]. They would have done best to label it all simply, Harrisoniana. Whether the final product rep~ts a
reasonable reconstruction of "a specific collection of
papers that was once virtually intact" is impossible to
determine. But the editors have covered their bets by transcribing more than 3,800 items mined during a search of
115 different institutions and 525 separate collections. A
lengthy paragraph in the "Editorial Method" section of
the edition's accompanying guide enumerates the many
types of documents they deemed eligible for publication.
The selection criteria might be summed up more concisely
as simply every known word that Harrison may have reliably written, read, or heard uttered.
One wonders whether this is a model that other documentary editions may be tempted to pattern themselves
after. Because Harrison was a candidate for the Territorial Convention of December 1802, his Papers devotes
fifteen pages to the Knox County election retums--a treasure trove for genealogists (and for microfilm photographers getting reimbursed by the page!). Later, the Papers
prints the convention's petitions to Congress and President Jefferson for repeal of the antislavery clauses of the
1787 Ordinance, because Harrison signed the petitions as
the convention's presiding officer and Knox County delegate. Driven by the same selection ethic, the editors of
the Papers ofjames Madison might have felt obliged to print
the Virginia Heralds returns for the first federal election,
and the Papers ofGeorge Washington to print the Constitution because Washington (as Convention chairman) had
signed it
Such willful erring on the side of inclusiveness is perhaps the only scholarly advantage of resorting to a microfilm over a letterpress edition. The primary drawback,
meanwhile, not only remains but is even aggravated by
such expansiveness. "We will," promise the editors, "prepare a finding aid or index that will make the contents of
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William Henry Harrison, in a portrait by Rembrandt Peale, c. 1815. Reproduced with the kind permission of the National
Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. c. . gift of Mrs. Herbert Lee Pratt.
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this collection of transcripts more accessible to the user."
If such an index was ever prepared, it is not included with
the microfilin edition as currently distributed. And its
absence seriously compromises the documents' accessibility to the average user. Including a biographical gazetteer would have provided a good alternative to the
edition's disappointing annotation (more below); knowing the major activities of the correspondents would have
enabled users to employ the tables of contents more efficiently. Meanwhile, the editorial apparatus that the editors do provide goes far toward redressing some of the
other user-urifriendly features inherent in a microfilm edition.
The accompanying guide includes a helpful biographical sketch of the subject (with bibliography), a table of
contents for each reel, and a chronology indicating where
Harrison was and what he was doing during the time
covered by that reel. The last two features are replicated
at the beginning of each reel. The guide also includes the
customary symbols, abbreviations, and short titles lists, as
well as an "Editorial Method" with few surprises. The
transcriptions, selection of the best source for a given
document, and the documents' arrangement and formatting are all in accordance with acceptable editorial principles. But in their penchant for standardization, the editors
sometimes omit reasonable opportunities for...well...editing.
For example, when the author puts a dateline at the bottom of his letter, the editors of course include that in their
transcription, but put the same information in brackets
on the greeting line all the same. Other bracketed insertions are illustrations in overkill. Example: "I see that Gen1.
(James] Wilkinson & his family have Arrived there after a
tempestious [sic] passage of 35 days from the Mouth of
the Mississippi [River]" (reel 1, p. 91). That single sentence
contains three distinct types of editorial insertions, ranging from entirely appropriate to pedantic to merely unne<:es<>al)'.

Another feature of the annotation that may frustrate
readers is that, while some footnotes are repeated verbatim from document to document, most people and places
are not identified at all. Even with an index pointing the
reader to a single explanatory footnote on a given reference per reel, readers would be forced to scroll forward
or backward incessantly, to their utter distraction. This is
where a gazetteer would have been handy, sending them
to a single location for every identification (perhaps within
the reader's guide). Location notes indicate which source
or sources were used to compile the fullest version possible. It may be helpful that all manuscript versions of a
particular document are cited there. It might have been

just as helpful to include subsequent newspaper printings
of items (information they presumably already compiled
when determining whether the newspaper version was
the best primary source available).
Chief Editor Douglas Clanin wrote a progress report for this journal inJune 1988, when completion of a
"quality microfilm edition" was anticipated before year's
end. The guide to the final 1999 edition opens with the
continuation of Clanin's story, without accounting for the
ten-year delay. The impedimenta were probably just
"more of the same" outlined in 1988, and do not bear
being repeated here. The odyssey of texts and editors that
Clanin chronicles is a story familiar to most readers of
Documentary Editing: the challenges of document searching, selecting the most authentic texts, controlling them,
weighing the merits of various formats, scaling back production goals, and fundraising are those that all documentary editors must face before their editions see the light
of day. The fInished product is almost always a hodgepodge of mangled ideals and accommodated reality.
The scholarly community can be grateful that the
editors of TbePaperscfWUliamHenry Harrison persevered.
It represents the broadest possible sweep of a political
figure's documented life, a combination of personal correspondence, legal and business accounts, and state papers-with some odd additions. (Why the editors routinely
inserted congressional resolutions and presidential messages merely because they related to Indian treaties that
Harrison negotiated seems above and beyond even their
generous criteria.) The edition offers the reader a virtual
Executive Journal of the Indiana Territory during
Harrison's governorship (1800-1812), arguably its most
dynamic period of development. During that period the
territory's inhabitants were dealing with the volatile issues
of Indian relations, slavery's extension, westward expansion, frontier governance, and statehood's promise. Although Harrison himself was not the most vocal or
articulate exponent of any of these issues, his Papers touch
on all of them, and in any case represent the views of a
critical player.
It is as a documentary history of relations with Native Americans that the Papers will ultimately prove most
valuable. They describe interactions on the front lines. "No
acid ever worked more mechanically on a vegetable fibre than the white man acted on the Indian," Henry Adams
wrote in his History of that time. 2 Harrison's perspective
on that chemical reaction is touching and disturbing at the
same time, revealing the rapacity of the pioneers and the
attenuated humanity of American officialdom that
Harrison was always negotiating between. In his papers,
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James Mackay's map of the Missouri River from St. Charles to the Mandan villages, c. 1797.
From the Collections of the Library of Congress.

Native Americans are always described as wretched, aggrieved, and violated; not only in his speeches but even in
his private correspondence, they are invariably described
as "My children"-with varying degrees of irony. At
other times Harrison is not at the center but the periphery, and his Papers betray all the excitement of being just
on the verge of some major historical drama. It is with a
better appreciation for this kind of sideways history that
the reader will absorb the significance of Harrison's letter to William Clark or Meriwether Lewis, dated 13 November 1803 (reel 1, pp. 693-95). The letter was sent by
post rider, and the sense of urgency is borne out by the
message, which the explorers are hearing probably for the
first time: the Senate has ratified "the French treaty." Lewis
and Clark were now exploring not just possible trade
routes, but new American territory. The edition reproduces very few facsimiles; fortunately, one of them is the
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map that Harrison enclosed with this letter, which the
editors have credibly traced to the Library of Congress's
"Indian Office Map" of 1797.
On the more micro-historical level, Harrison's Papers
are an invaluable and unique snapshot of a busy man of
affairs, whose every lawsuit, deed, surety bond, and
cashier's order has been transcribed or abstracted to add
a layer of pointillist colOring to the more traditional historiography of the "Old Northwest."
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